
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Chapter 5 describes the conclusions for the research findings by describing the main 

findings of the research and suggests the necessary steps to be taken to develop the 

software industry in Sri Lanka for the future years. 

5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this research is to identify the software industry developmental trends in 

Sri Lanka. For this, the conceptual framework was developed to identify the independent 

variables, dependent variable and intervening variables and relationships between those 

variables. Over the literature review and by considering the recent changes in the local 

software market, six independent variables, one dependent variable and three intervening 

variables were identified in the context. As some of these variables could not be used for 

sample based data collection and statistical data collection, abridged conceptual 

framework was introduced in order to show the relationships between the variables which 

allowed sample based data collection. Using these variables three hypothesis was 

generated. In order to check the reliability of data, to check hypothesis and to show the 

statistical interpretation of data, the collected data were analyzed using SPSS and Minitab 

software packages. 

5.2 Data Interpretation 

5.2.1 Reliability of data 
In order to check the reliability of the collected data, Cronbach's alpha test was used. 

This was done for the independent variables software industry related investments, 

government policies, software industry related recruitments, global software industry 

constraints and the dependant variable software industry development. Each of these 
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variables contained multiple questions in the questionnaire to collect data on factors 

affected in developing the software industry. All the questions contained Likert scale 

values to respond and scaled from 1 to 5. For all these variables Cronbach's alpha value 

was above 0.8 which helps to understand that the data for the independent variables and 

the dependant variable is highly reliable. 

5.2.2 Correlation between independent and dependent variables 
According to the values obtained for the signed two tailed test shown in table 4.7, the 

alternative hypothesis "There is a relationship between software industry related 

investments and software industry development" was accepted. Therefore, having higher 

investments on software industry development will lead to the development of the 

software industry in Sri Lanka. 

According to the statistical data obtained from the Board of Investments of Sri Lanka on 

software industry related investments, which was shown in figure 4.19, it is clear that 

there would be a development of the software industry related investments in Sri Lanka 

within the next 5 years. This would give a positive impact on the development of the 

software industry in Sri Lanka within the next 5 years. 

According to the signed two tailed test (shown in figure 4.8), done to check the 

correlation between software industry related recruitments and software industry 

development, the alternative hypothesis "There is a relationship between software 

industry related recruitments and software industry development" was accepted. 

Therefore, having more recruitment in the software industry would improve the 

development of the software industry. According to the figure 4.20, it is clear that, there 

would be a higher development of the software industry related recruitments in Sri Lanka 

within the next 5 years. This gives a positive impact on the development of the software 

industry in Sri Lanka from the year 2010 to 2014. 
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The alternative hypothesis "There is a relationship between software policy and software 

industry development" could be rejected as the value for the signed two tailed test (shown 

in table 4.9) was greater than 0.05. Therefore, it could be suggested that, there is no 

relationship between software policy changes and software industry development in Sri 

Lanka. Therefore, it is clear that, policy changes in the software industry would not give a 

higher effect on the development of the software industry in Sri Lanka. 

According to the figure 3.1, the intervening variable number of ICT graduates passed out 

from the universities support the development of the software industry by increasing the 

software industry related recruitments. If the number of ICT graduates passed out from 

universities becomes low in a particular year, it will degrade the software industry related 

recruitments which will negatively affect the development of the software industry in Sri 

Lanka. But, according to the figure 4.21, there would be a higher development of the 

number of ICT graduates passed out from universities in Sri Lanka from 2010 to 2014. 

As some of the variables which positively affect the development of the software industry 

in Sri Lanka expected to be having a higher development during the recent years and 

within the next 5 years, there would be a higher development in the software industry in 

Sri Lanka in the future. 

5.3 Limitations of the Study 
There are many factors which could affect the development of the software industry in 

Sri Lanka. But, in the present study, a limited number of factors have been discussed, as 

the number of factors affecting the software industry development was determined by 

observing a limited number of researches. 

To collect data using the questionnaire, perception of the employees who were working 

in the software industry were observed. This could be varied depending on the employee 

opinion on how each factor has affected on software industry development. 
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5.4 Constraints Affected on the Study 
There was no mechanism for collecting data from the industry representative groups like 

SLASS COM group, from which highly reliable data could be observed. The independent 

variable, revenue earned from software exports could not be statistically measured, as 

individual companies were not willing to show their export revenues. Also, collecting 

data on total export revenue of software companies was not possible as there were no 

sources to collect data on it. 

5.5 Future Development of the Software Industry in Sri Lanka 
According to the research findings, software industry related investments and software 

industry related recruitments are the factors which give higher impact on the development 

of the software industry in Sri Lanka. Therefore, in order to develop the Sri Lankan 

software industry, more focus should be given to the software industry related 

investments and recruitments. This should be done over the policy initiatives. As the 

number of ICT graduates passed out from universities would affect the software industry 

related recruitments as an intervening variable, which could increase or degrade the 

development of the software industry, proper future plans should be established in order 

to increase the number of ICT graduates in Sri Lanka. Investing more on establishing 

more universities in order to give quality ICT education to the students, would be a 

solution to the problems associated with the human resource requirements of the software 

industry. Also, there should be policy initiatives for encouraging foreign investors, 

investing on project of local software companies. 

As the economic conditions of the country could affect the development of the software 

industry, there should be future directives in economic development in Sri Lanka. Also, 

as the global economic crisis has already affected the Sri Lankan software industry, there 

should be long term economic plans to deal with financial crisis that could arise, which 

could negatively affect the economy and professionals in software sector. 

Sri Lankan software industry makes software for both local and foreign markets. 

Developing the domestic software industry is essential as, the software needs of the local 
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companies would be satisfied by the domestic software industry. Giving more tax 

benefits for the local software products and giving more investments on local software 

products would be able to improve the domestic software industry. 

Software exports is another aspect which has given a higher effect on developing the 

software industry in Sri Lanka. Having foreign investors invested in these software 

projects and giving more government support for the entrepreneurs to come into the 

industry would give more support in developing the software exports in Sri Lanka which 

could bring more foreign currency to the country. Also, establishing technology parks, 

the development of the telecommunication and Internet and e-mail would be able to give 

more support to the development of the software industry in Sri Lanka. 

For this, the government of Sri Lanka should have future plans towards the development 

of the software industry for the future years by considering the main factors affecting the 

development of the software industry in Sri Lanka and targeting on the development of 

those factors in order to achieve higher development in the software industry in future 

years. 
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